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Abstract. The issue of consistent power counting in baryon chiral perturbation theory is revisited.
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1. A PRELUDE: LOW-ENERGY LIGHT-BY-LIGHT SCATTERING
The powerful effective-field theory (EFT) method allows for a perturbative treatment
of the strong interaction at low energies [1, 2]. The perturbative expansion is made in
powers of energy and momentum of the lightest relevant degrees of freedom (pions,
nucleons, etc.), rather than in powers of the coupling constant as is usually done in
(renormalizable) field theory.
To illustrate the idea, imagine we would like to describe the properties of cosmic
microwave background (CMB), i.e., a gas of cold photons. The proper theory for this
system is of course QED, and the interaction of photons arises there through the electron
loops. The typical energy of a CMB photon is 1 meV, which is much smaller (by six
orders of magnitude!) than the electron mass me ≈ 0.511 MeV. A spontaneous pair
production is therefore excluded; the fermion degrees of freedom are too heavy and
will never appear explicitly in this system. It is possible to eliminate them from the
description altogether by integrating out the fermion fields and expanding the result in
powers of inverse electron mass. Another way of doing that is to write an “effective
theory” containing only the relevant degrees of freedom, viz., the photon field Aµ(x).
The most general Lagrangian of such theory would begin with
L =−14Fµν Fµν +a1∂αFµν ∂ αFµν + c1(FµνF µν)2 + c2(Fµν ˜Fµν)2 + . . . , (1)
where F is the field strength and ˜F is its dual. The first term in this Lagrangian is just the
free electromagnetic (e.m.) radiation and the rest represents the effect of electron loops at
low energies. Even if this effect is not known to us precisely, we know that it will satisfy
all the symmetries of QED, such as the Lorentz- and discrete symmetries, as well as
the electromagnetic gauge invariance. These symmetries allow the effective theory to be
written in terms of Fµν only, and as the result, the Lagrangian can be ordered in powers of
derivatives of the photon field. A derivative translates into the momentum, or energy, and
hence the derivative expansion translates into the expansion in energy. The parameters
of the effective theory, in this case a’s and c’s, must be expressed in terms of the QED
parameters—electron mass and charge. This can be achieved by “matching": calculating
the same quantity in the effective theory and in QED, and equating the results. For
example, a1 can be determined from the vacuum polarization, while c1 and c2 can be
matched at the level of light-by-light scattering amplitudes.
The effective framework is especially useful when the underlying theory is non-
perturbative, as it is in the case of QCD at low energies. In our example, the hadronic
effects in the photon gas can still be presented in the form of Eq. (1). It is still hard to
calculate from first principles what the hadronic contribution to the low-energy constants
is, but we can measure it!
For example, the constants c1 and c2, describing the low-energy photon self-
interactions, can be related to linearly-polarized cross-sections of photon-photon fusion,
σ|| and σ⊥ [3]:
c1 =
1
8pi
∫
∞
0
ds
σ||(s)
s2
, c2 =
1
8pi
∫
∞
0
ds σ⊥(s)
s2
, (2)
where
√
s is the total invariant energy of the γγ collision. From this we know already
that these constants are positive definite and so the low-energy photons attract. Taking
the cross-sections of γγ →hadrons, we can obtain the hadronic contribution to these
quantities, and with that we can calculate the most important hadronic effects in the
photon gas. I have to note though that the polarized γγ fusion cross-sections have not yet
been measured and so this example for now is academic served for illustration purpose
only.
2. VERSIONS OF BARYON χPT AND THE NUCLEON MASS
If we replace photons with pions in the above example, and electrons with quarks
and gluons, we must end up with the chiral EFT, commonly referred to as chiral
perturbation theory (χPT). The name χPT was originally assigned to the expansion of
static quantities, such as masses, electromagnetic moments, in powers of the pion mass
[4]. In modern language, χPT is a simultaneous expansion in powers of pion mass and
momentum—the chiral expansion. The break-down scale of this expansion is believed
to be set at around 1 GeV.
Introducing the nucleon into the picture, in the words of first paper attempting it [5],
“complicates life a lot." First of all, the nucleon is heavy, and its mass seems to pop
out in the places it shouldn’t, violating some power-counting arguments; we will see
one example in a moment. Secondly, the nucleon is easily excited into the ∆(1232),
the excitation energy being ∆ ≡ M∆−MN ≃ 293 MeV. In attempts to find a systematic
treatment of these issues, several different versions of baryon χPT were born:
• Heavy-baryon χPT (HBχPT) [6], where in addition to the chiral expansion, a semi-
relativistic expansion in the inverse nucleon mass is made.
• Infrared Regularization (IR-BχPT) [7], where the negative-energy pole is removed
from the baryon propagators.
• Extended on-mass-shell scheme (EOMS-BχPT) [8], which recognizes that certain
renormalizations must be done to implement consistent power counting.
Let us see how these versions work on the elementary example of the nucleon mass.
(b) (c) (d)(a)
FIGURE 1. Graphs representing the chiral-loop corrections to the nucleon mass. Nucleon (pion) prop-
agators are denoted by solid (dashed) lines.
The chiral expansion of the nucleon mass to order p3 is given by
MN =
◦
MN −4 ◦c1 m2pi +Σ(3)N , (3)
where
◦
MN and
◦
c1 are low-energy constants (LECs) from the chiral effective Lagrangian,
and Σ is the nucleon self-energy. The nucleon self-energy may have (infinitely) many
chiral-loop contributions of the type shown in Fig. 1, however the Weinberg’s power
counting tells us that a graph with L loops, Npi pion and NN nucleon lines, Vk vertices
from the Lagrangian of order k, contributes to order pn, with
n = 4L−2Npi −NN +∑k kVk . (4)
The leading piN couplings (pseudovector, Weinberg–Tomozawa, etc.) are of the first
order (k = 1) and therefore, to order p3 only the graph (a) contributes. Evaluating this
graph yields [9]:
Σ(3)N =
3g2A
(4pi fpi)2
{
− 12Lε M3N + 12 (1−Lε)MN m2pi
− m3pi
√
1− m
2
pi
4M2N
arccos
mpi
2MN
− m
4
pi
2MN
ln mpi
MN
}
. (5)
where Lε = −1/ε − 1 + γE − ln(4piΛ/MN) exhibits the UV divergence as ε = (4−
d)/2→ 0, with d being the number of space-time dimensions, Λ the scale of dimensional
regularization, and γE ≃ 0.5772 the Euler’s constant. For simplicity we have assumed
the physical values for the parameters entering the loop: MN ≃ 939 MeV, gA ≃ 1.267,
fpi ≃ 92.4 MeV; the difference with the chiral-limit values leads to higher-order effects.
The expression (5) is an exact result of a textbook calculation and so it is disappointing
to see that it seems to invalidate the power counting formula (4). The power counting
estimates this loop is of p3 size, in this case m3pi , but the first two terms are obviously
larger. On the other hand, this expression begs for a renormalization. We do have the
two low-energy constants in Eq. (3), which can be renormalized to absorb the UV
divergencies and remove the dependence of the nucleon mass on the renormalization
scale. However, only having Lε = 0 in Eq. (5), which corresponds to the MS scheme
applied in the original paper [5], does not work: there is the MNm2pi term remaining,
which violates the power counting. The essence of the EOMS [8] is to absorb this term
too in the course of the renormalization. As the result we have,
EOMS : MN =
◦
MN −4 ◦c1 m2pi −
3g2Am3pi
(4pi fpi)2
{√
1− m2pi4M2N arccos
mpi
2MN +
mpi
2MN
ln mpi
MN
}
,
IR : MN =
◦
MN −4 ◦c1 m2pi −
3g2Am3pi
(4pi fpi)2
{√
1− m2pi4M2N arccos
(
− mpi2MN
)
+
mpi
2MN
ln mpi
MN
+(Lε −1) mpi4MN
}
, (6)
HB : MN =
◦
MN −4 ◦c1 m2pi −
3g2Am3pi
(4pi fpi)2
pi
2
,
where
◦
MN and
◦
c1 are now the renormalized (physical) values of these parameters, and
where, for comparison, I displayed also the p3 result of the IR and HB versions of BχPT.
The EOMS result is consistent with power counting and the MS is not, but can one
renormalization scheme be better than the other? In EFT it can. Observe that the whole
difference between the two schemes at this order is expressed as the difference in the
value of c1:
◦
c1
(MS)− 3g
2
AMN
8(4pi fpi)2 =
◦
c1
(EOMS) (7)
Suppose now we match ◦c1 to QCD by fitting, for instance, to the lattice QCD data. In
the two schemes the fit will be identical but the values for the LEC will differ according
to Eq. (7). It is still possible that both c1 are of natural size, i.e., of oder of one in GeV
units. Now, after calculating to one order higher, we would refit the data and find a new
value of the LEC. In EOMS the value of c1 would not change much from one order to
another, since MN as a function of mpi would indeed change only in the higher-order
terms. In the MS scheme the value of c1 could change a lot, since any loop can produce
a large shift in that m2pi term. The latter situation is not satisfactory, especially if we want
to have our LECs to represent some physical quantities. For example, we would like
◦
MN to be the nucleon mass in the chiral limit, while
◦
c1 could represent the value of the
σ -term in the chiral limit. In this case the EOMS is indeed favored over the MS.
Looking back at the other results displayed in Eq. (6), we ought to dismiss the IR
scheme for not having the correct analytic properties. The non-analyticity of the square
root at mpi = 2MN is canceled in the EOMS due to the factor of arccos(1) = 0, and is
not canceled in the IR, because arccos(−1) = pi . Of course, at small pion masses this
pathology is barely seen, as the IR result is different from the EOMS by the following
term alone:
δMN =− 3g
2
A
(4pi fpi)2
m4pi
MN
{√
1− m2pi4M2N +
1
4(Lε −1)
}
. (8)
One can argue that this term is of order p4, which is beyond the accuracy of this
calculations. But then the question is why do we need this term at all, especially when it
occurs as a result of violation of the analytic properties.
We finally come to the point that the EOMS expression in Eq. (6) contains an infinite
amount of terms which are nominally of higher order in p ∼ mpi , while in the HB
expression these terms are happily dropped. I deliberately used the word “nominally",
because a term going as m4pi is not necessarily smaller then a m3pi term—depends on the
coefficients. One assumes the coefficients to be all of natural size, but is this always true?
We can see this to be pretty much true for our case. Expanding the factor in curly
brackets in the EOMS expression of Eq. (6), we find
{
. . .
}
=
pi
2
+
mpi
2MN
(
ln mpi
MN
−1
)
− pim
2
pi
16M2N
+O(m3pi), (9)
and hence the HB result, pi/2, is a very good approximation. But then there are other
examples. The magnetic polarizability of the proton βp at order p3 in BχPT expands as
[10, 11]:
βp = αemg
2
A
192pi f 2pi MN
{
MN
mpi
+
72
pi
ln mpi
MN
+
126
pi
− 981
8
mpi
MN
+O(m2pi)
}
. (10)
One can see that the nominally-higher-order terms have unnaturally large coefficients
and cannot be neglected. The same situation is observed in the other polarizabilities of
the nucleon. In such cases the HB expansion fails.
A comprehensive comparison of the various schemes has recently been done by Geng
et al. [12, 13] in the context of the SU(3) BχPT study of the baryon magnetic moments.
The EOMS comes out to be favored by this study as well. As for the other recent
applications of BχPT in the on-mass-shell scheme, I would like to mention a next-
to-next-to-leading order calculation of the proton Compton scattering [11], and of the
nucleon and ∆(1232)-isobar electromagnetic form factors [14].
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